
Finding Freedom
Bringing Hope

WHAT SHOULD  
YOU DO?

Making a stand against Modern 
Slavery & Human Trafficking

in North Wales

www.havenoflight.uk
Telephone: 07929 777347

Email: info@havenoflight.uk
Facebook: Haven of Light CIC

Twitter: Haven of Light CIC

YOU CAN HELP BY PHONING
CONFIDENTIALLY  

(if you chose)

The Modern Slavery Helpline

0800 121 700
999

In an emergency

101
If you are concerned about  

any suspicious activity.

OR YOU CAN 
REPORT ANY  
ISSUES ON  
THE STOP APP
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Modern Slavery is a Crime!               
May be identified in: 

• Labour Exploitation is being  
forced to work for long hours  
for little or no pay.

• Sexual Exploitation is being 
forced to into non-consensual sex acts.

• Forced Criminality is being 
forced to commit criminal acts such  
as burglaries, cannabis cultivation. 

• Domestic Servitude is being 
forced to work in a private house  
without pay or freedom to leave at will.

• Cyber-Crimes are 
coerced into sexual activity online  
to be used to force them into  
further abuse.

• Grooming is 
friendship & gifts given the purpose of 
then being used for any of the above.

There are signs that ‘may’ 
indicate abuse / exploitation, 
when a man, woman or child…

• Behaviour 
 - acts as if forced or coerced to carry  
  out specific activities by someone  
  in control.
 - shows signs of physical or psychological  
  abuse, or may seem anxious.
 - seems to be bonded by debt, or has  
  money deducted from their salary.
 - is distrustful of authorities. 
 - is brought to & collected from work     
  without freedom to be alone. 
 - may be very poor at the local   
  language.
 - may be reluctant to make eye  
  contact or ask for help due to fear  
  of the police, immigration officials,  
  health workers etc. 

• Appearance 
 - seems malnourished, unkempt  
  or withdrawn.
 - shows bruising or untreated  
  medical conditions.

 - has not been seen by a doctor.
 - shows signs of branding, scars  
  or tattoos.
 - wears the same clothes everyday,  
  or unsuitable clothes for their job.  
  e.g. NO safety or weatherproof items!

• Living Conditions 
 - may be living in overcrowded & dirty  
  accommodation, with poor sanitation  
  and heating.
 - living in non-residential buildings  
  such as warehouses, car-wash  
  outhouses, shed and caravans -  
  sometimes hidden on remote farms  
  or wasteland.
 - may be unfamiliar with neighbourhood  
  because they are moved frequently.

• Travel Alerts  
 - may be travelling with someone  
  who does not seem to ‘fit’ / controlling  
  them.
 - may not have his/her own passport,  
  legal and travel documents on them,  
  but held by the person ‘in charge’  
  of them.
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